Establishment of RRI (Robot Revolution & Industrial IoT Initiative)

Established 2015 by leadership of Prime Minister Abe

About RRI

In the "New Robot Strategy", robot is widely defined as a system that execute tasks by utilizing digital and network technology, advanced sensors, and artificial intelligence, and the strategy aims the following targets.

Working Group:
- WG1 : Manufacturing Business Revolution through IoT
- WG2 : Promotion of Robot Utilization in Society
- WG3 : Robot Innovation

Role of RRI in Connected Industries

“Connected Industries”, as a new concept framework in which industries will create new added value and the solutions to various problems in society through connectedness of various facets of modern life, including humans, machines, systems, companies.
(Source: METI)

International Collaborations Overview

Europe
- PI 4.0
- CIIRC
- AIF

International Standardization
- IEC
- ISO

U.S.
- IIC

International Symposia
- World Robot Summit 2018
  @Tokyo Big Sight  Oct.17-Oct.21
- World Robot Summit 2020
  @Aichi(October) & Fukushima(August)

RRI is the main promoter of Manufacturing & Robotics domain.